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Written version of ShivBaba’s murli vcd 837  (level  of Raja Yogis) 
Cass 1323; Murli 5.3.68; class on 25.12.07 in Calcu tta, West Bengal MM. 
 
The text of the murli  

 
Om shanti. March 5th 1968.  The father sits and explains to the children, because the children became completely foolish. Hm? When 

did they become foolish? Now, the Father sits and explains. He explained to you also 5000 years ago. And he also taught [you how to perform] 
divine actions. You belonged to the divine dharmi. According to the drama plan, by passing through rebirths and losing divine degrees (kalā) you 
have become here completely deprived of divine degrees (kalāhīn). Why have you become deprived of divine degrees? Because it is the 
tampradhānii kingdom of Ravan. You didn’t become deprived of divine degrees in the [ordinary] kingdom of Ravan. When the kingdom of Ravan 
passes through its fourth stage, when it becomes the tamopradhān kingdom of Ravan, then you become completely deprived of divine degrees in 
the reality. This Ravan was also satopradhāniii at the beginning. The 5 vices were also satopradhān at the beginning. It wasn’t like that at the 
beginning of the Copper Age someone committed murder, when his lust wasn’t fulfilled. And what about today? [People] commit even murder. The 
kingdom of Ravan is completely tamopradhān. Now it is the end of it. When does it come to an end? When something reaches its extreme point 
(ati), it comes to its end. The kingdom of Ravan is called ‘devilish kingdom’. It isn’t called ‘divine kingdom’. What is it called? It is called ‘devilish 
kingdom’. Especially the residents of Bharat ( Bharatvasi) have become completely tamopradhān. The residents of the other lands and countries 
haven’t become so tamopradhān. Why? [A student: They came later.] Because they come later, they will become tamopradhān later. The 
residents of Bharat came first, so they become tamopradhān first.  

The fashion of burning Ravan also starts here. When do [people] burn someone’s effigy? When he causes a lot of sorrow, [people] 
make his effigy and burn it. The residents of Bharat become tamopradhān first, so the fashion of burning stars right here first. Only the residents of 
Bharat say, ‘The kingdom of Ram and the kingdom of Ravan…’ The residents of the other lands don’t speak about the kingdom of Ram and the 
kingdom of Ravan. Why? Because in the other lands the kingdom of Ravan is not as tamopradhān [as it is in Bharat]. The subjects there don’t 
become so tamopradhān. The kingdom of Ram is in the Golden Age. The kingdom of Ravan prevails in this land of falsehood. It is called ‘Iron 
Age’. It is the age of quarrels and conflicts (kalah kaleś kā yug), isn’t it? There are no quarrels and conflicts in the Golden Age. This is something 
to be deeply understood. What is there in it to be understood? Why aren’t there any quarrels and conflicts in the Golden Age and why are there 
quarrels and conflicts in the Iron Age? [Students are saying something about one way and many ways of thinking.] Yes, adultery/corruption of 
morals (vyabhicār) doesn’t exist there. And here there are adulterous eyes (drishŃi), adulterous deeds, adulterous talks, adulterous vibrations. That 
is why Ravan is shown to have many heads and Ram is shown to have one head. It means that the kingdom of Ram is created from Ram’s one 
way of thinking (ek mat) and the kingdom of Ravan from Ravan’s various ways of thinking (anek mat). Even the good children ‘draw a line through 
their fortune’ [destroy, brush off] because of not understanding fully. Baba is surprised. They can’t understand even these things that are to be 
understood!  

For example, this child OM Prakash. He is so good clever and sensible. Where is he from? From Indoor. Does he have two whole 
legs? [A student is saying something.] His legs are disabled, meaning he is cripple; he is a bead of the Rudra Mala. But Baba doesn’t look at this. 
What? What does Baba look at? He is a good clever and sensible child. He can’t do a lot of first class service. He can make his fortune very 
elevated. Then? Brother Om Prakash from Indoor must have made his fortune very elevated, mustn’t he? Is the very elevated fortune created in 
the basic [knowledge] or in the advanced teaching? [Students: In the advance teaching.] So, did Baba tell lies? Is he a clever and sensible child? 
Did he tell lies? [Students: No, he didn’t.] Why? It is proved to be a lie. [Students: Om Prakash in an unlimited sense.] Yes, the unlimited Father 
talks with the unlimited children about the unlimited things. It is not about the child from Indoor in a limited sense. There is the Zone of Indoor in an 
unlimited sense. Everyone in that Zone stays inside the Zone; no one stays outside the door. The Brahma Kumars and Kumaris from the basic 
[knowledge] can be seen ‘outside the door’iv very often. Baba made a rule. When kanyas go somewhere, kanyas are swords, so shields should be 
with them. So, should they stay inside or should they stay outside the door? They should stay inside and the kingdom of Ravan won’t be able to 
flourish. So, Om Prakash from the Zone of Indoor in an unlimited sense is clever and sensible and he can do good service. However, there are 
also traits of Ravan [in him]. What are Ravan’s traits? [Silence] Arey! The main 5 vices. These traits clung also to him. Well, the divine qualities are 
praised. Baba explained, ‘You were those very deities.’ Which ones? The ones who didn’t have any bad traits in them. You yourselves have 
experienced 84 births. Who? [A student: Om Prakash.] Om Prakash? The one who hasn’t even come into advanced [knowledge] yet? Yet has he 
experienced 84 births? [Students are saying something.] Can’t it be in an limited sense? Can’t anyone like this emerge from the Vijay Mala? 
Someone who would come in the advanced [knowledge] and surrender his intellect? Lakshmi will emerge. She will surrender her intellect, won’t 
she? Then, will she become [a member] of the Sun Dynasty or will she remain in the Moon Dynasty or the Islam Dynasty…? She will become [a 
member] of the Sun Dynasty. Can’t this apply to that Brother Om Prakash in a limited sense? [A student: After coming…] Yes. So, Baba 
explained, ‘You were those very deities. You yourselves have experienced 84 births. I show you the difference.’ What difference do I show you? [I 
show you] why you have become tamopradhān. What reason of becoming tamopradhān was mentioned? 5 vices have clung to you. ‘Have clung 
to you’ means that they have wrapped you. This is the kingdom of Ravan. This Ravan is your greatest enemy. Who will be the great enemy of 
Ram? It will be Ravan himself. This Ravan has made Bharat so poor and tamopradhān! He has filled it/him with devilish traits. The Father says, 
‘This is nothing but the devilish community’. Who? Bharat. The 5 vices that have clung to it/him are the community of Ravan, the devilish 
community. If you say to someone straightforwardly, ‘You are a devilish community’, they will start abusing you, they will start throwing stones. 
They create obstacles, don’t they? In what? They create obstacles in the good work, don’t they? They also created these obstacles a cycle ago. 
They don’t know at all that they are the devilish community. Or what are they? Dashehra comes and they start burning Ravan just like this. Who? 
[Students: The devilish community.] The devilish community who follow the path of devotion and are not to give up devotion. They are not to say, 
‘bring the path of devotion down!’ (murdabād). We are the ones who say, bring the path devotion down!’ and ‘let the path of knowledge live!’ 
(zindabād). They keep burning Ravan. Arey! Now, it is the Iron Age. Will Ravan turn into ashes from burning him? Will he turn into ashes from 
burning him? Will Ravan turn into ashes from burning [his] effigy? Then, how can they be called ‘the kingdom of Ram’? Even if they stop burning 
Ravan, they can’t be called ‘the kingdom of Ram’. No one burns Ravan in the Golden Age. It is called ‘the kingdom of Ram’, isn’t it? Who 
established this kingdom of Ram? Hm? The one to whom that kingdom belongs will take over the ruling power and the kingdom will be called in 
his name. And who established this kingdom of Ravan? [Students are saying something.] Ram? Ram is the ‘patron’ (sarparast) of the kingdom of 
Ram as well as the ‘patron’ of the kingdom of Ravan.  

Who will say that Gandhi established the community of Ram? All right! The Gandhi in a limited sense didn’t establish it. Will the 
followers of the Gandhi in a limited sense like saying that Gandhi didn’t establish the kingdom of Ram; on the contrary, the kingdom of Ravan 
expanded even more? They won’t like this at all. All right, will the followers of the Gandhi in an unlimited sense like this? They won’t like this at all 
either. The Gandhi in an unlimited sense desired the kingdom of Ram, but the kingdom of Ravan expanded even more. However, they can’t say 
openly that it is not the kingdom of Ravan; that it is the kingdom of Ram. The kingdom of Ravan has become even more Iron Aged and 
tamopradhān. After whom? [Students: After Gandhi.] After the Gandhi in a limited sense [it happened] in the limited world and after the Gandhi in 
an unlimited sense the kingdom of Ravan expanded more in the unlimited world of the Brahmins. There are not so many people in the kingdom of 
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Ram. At the time when the Gandhi in a limited sense made efforts to establish the kingdom of Ram, there were not many people. How many were 
they? 400 millions. Now, what is the population of Bharat? The population is increasing day and night. Then, will the kingdom of Ravan increase or 
decrease? [Students: It will increase.] It will increase. All the scriptures in the world… The writers wrote them, the readers read them. Did the 
population in the world decrease or increase from those scriptures? [Students are giving some contradictory answers.] Did it decrease? [Students: 
It increased.] It increased. Population increases from what? From vice or from becoming free from vice? [Students: From vice.] The more 
scriptures were read, the more vice increased. The more vice increased, the more population increased. All the scriptures expand which kingdom? 
[Students: The kingdom of Ravan.]  They expand the kingdom of Ravan. So, is there any scripture that makes the population of the world very 
small? Which one? [Students: The Gita. The True Gita. The nectar of knowledge…] The Gita. But there are two Gitas. From one Gita the kingdom 
of Ravan as well as the population of Brahmins expand. And there is one True Gita from which the population of the world becomes very small. 
Through the True Gita paradise is established in one second. Through the false Gita the world becomes hell. The Gita didn’t create the world that 
is now. It is not that the false Gita created the world. Who are those creating the false Gita? The human gurus; whether it is the Brahmin world or 
in the outside world. Human beings are called ‘man’ (nar), so what did they create? They created hell (narak)v. [It happens] also in the world of the 
Brahmins. Should it be said now about the world of the Brahmins or not? It will be said. In the world of the Brahmins too, will the Brahmins be 
called man (nar) or deities or what? [Students: Man.] They will be called man (nar). So, in the world of Brahmins too, if there is the influence of the 
false Gita, then what is created? Hell is created. If there is the influence of the True Gita, what will it become? It will become paradise. Baba gave 
directions in the avyakt-vanis… What direction did he give? Invoke the Vijay Mala! When it is completed, then the new world will be established. If 
the queen of the bees flies out, then the entire swarm will go after it. So, it should sit in the intellect, shouldn’t it? Will it sit first in the intellect of the 
clever and sensible children or will it sit first in the intellect of the others? [Students: In the intellects of the clever and sensible children….] It will sit 
first in the intellect of the clever and sensible children that paradise will be established only through the True Gita; the world will become small. Will 
a small world be established or will a big world be established? [Students: A small world will be established.] A small world will be established. Will 
the population increase or decrease? [Students are giving contradictory answers.] Some are saying that it will increase, some – it will decrease. 
[Students: It will decrease.] It will decrease! So, will so many [people] sit in the new world? [A student: No.] No? Do you like to die? ☺ [Students 
are saying something.] The Gita is the first class scripture of family planning. The population of the world will decrease significantly. The population 
of which world will decrease first? [Students: Of the Brahmin world.] The population of the Brahmin world will become very small. Whether it is the 
advanced party or the basic party of the Brahmins, will only the Sun and Moon Dynasties remain or will the residents of Islamic, Buddhist, 
Christian lands remain too? [Students: The Sun Dynasty. The Sun and Moon Dynasties. The Moon Dynasty won’t remain.] Only the Sun and 
Moon Dynasties will remain. All the others will be finished. And among them will the world of those studying raja yoga and receiving high positions 
after studying raja yoga be created first or will the world of the those going in the class of subjects be created first? The royal gathering will be 
created first. Will there be one king in that gathering or will there be two or four? [Students: There will be one.]  There will be one king. There will 
be one way of thinking (ek mat). There will be one language. There will be only one family clan (kul). Hm? Won’t there the Moon Dynasty be 
there? [Students: First the Sun Dynasty.] If there are there, will they be surrendered through their intellect or will they prove they are right (apni 
calnānā)? They will be surrendered through their intellect before the Sun Dynasty. 

So, it was said, ‘There are not so many people in the kingdom of Ram.’ At the beginning in the kingdom of Ram the population will be 
very small. There, there is only one dharm. At this time in every man there are the evil of lust, the evil of anger, the evil of attachment and the evil 
of impure pride (ashudh ahamkar). So, will it be said ‘Deity Dharm’ for those in whom so many evils have entered? It will be said ‘devilish dharm’. 
Will the ones in whom evil spirits, the souls of other dharms enter, be called perishable souls or imperishable souls? Lusty followers of Islam, 
angry Christians, full of attachment followers of Maharshi Dyanand and the arrogant ones enter them and having entered them those evil spirits 
take them under control. An evil spirit enters someone and takes under its control his body, his organs, doesn’t it? [That evil] rules over him, 
doesn’t it? It means that the evil becomes a king and the one whom it entered is its subject. So, will the evil spirit or the one who makes spiritual 
efforts to become a soul be called ‘king’. It doesn’t matter that he is a soul making spiritual efforts. Still, if he is a weak soul, if he hasn’t made full 
spiritual efforts to become a soul, any evil spirit can enter him.  

‘However, we are imperishable souls.’ Hm? If in the world of the Brahmins some Brahmin soul is a perishable soul, an evil spirit will 
enter it, because he forgets the spiritual stage, doesn’t it? So, what kind of soul is he? [Students: A perishable soul.] He is a perishable soul. If a 
soul is imperishable, no evil spirit can enter it. Why can’t it enter? [Students are saying something.] Because the evil spirits have [their] subtle body 
and that subtle body is also body conscious. The evil spirits are body conscious and [think], ‘These ones are bound in the physical body, they are 
in the bondage of the body; I am a soul free from bondage; I am a more powerful soul and they are weak souls that are bound in the bondage of 
the body; I can enter when I want and leave when I want.’ So, is that evil soul that enters more powerful or are those in whom the evil souls enter 
more powerful? [Students: The ones entering.] The ones that enter are more powerful. But it was said: ‘At this time in every man there are the evil 
spirits of lust, anger, greed, attachment, arrogance; however, we are imperishable souls.’ ‘We’ meaning who? [A student: The Rudra Mala.]  The 
ones who pass through 84 births will not forget their spiritual stage, when the time of the final exam comes. Even now no evil soul can enter them. 
If they are influenced by the others, if they forget their spiritual stage, then some soul can enter them. So, we are imperishable souls. We know 
that this body is perishable. Hm? Do we know? No one else knows? Will the one who knows that we souls are imperishable and this body is 
perishable be afraid of death? [Students: No.] No, he won’t. He will keep doing his work in one or the other way. If the soul is perishable, it will 
certainly be a coward and because of fear it will stop doing its work. So, it was said, ‘We are imperishable souls. We know that this body is 
perishable.’ If not today then tomorrow this body, this body made of 5 tamopradhān elements will be finished. However, some forget this. What? 
That the soul is imperishable and the body is perishable. The ones who will keep forgetting till the end… What? The Confluence Age lasts for 100 
years. And if they will keep forgetting till the end of 100-year Confluence Age, then will they be called imperishable souls that pass through 84 
births or will they be called perishable souls? [Students: Perishable souls.] It will be said that their soul is perishable. Why? Is the soul destroyed 
ever? It is not destroyed. Then why? How are they perishable souls? It means that they are not the souls passing through the full 84 births. In their 
case some part of the all-round role is destroyed. Because it is destroyed, it will be said [the soul is] ‘perishable’.  

The imperishable soul is forgotten and the consciousness of the body remains. They don’t become soul conscious. Then, what will 
happen? In the world of the Brahmins what will its result be like? How will it influence the ones who won’t become soul conscious? [Students: They 
will have to leave their bodies.] They will have to leave their bodies later on. Before that, the lusty, angry, greedy, full of attachment, arrogant ones 
meaning the incomplete Brahmins who leave their bodies will enter them and take them under their influence. They will take them under their 
influence and will have them commit wrong [deeds]; lusty, angry, greedy, full of attachment, arrogant deeds.  

There is a lot of body consciousness. There is a great difference between the soul that is soul conscious and the one that is body 
conscious. What difference was mentioned? Hm? How to recognise that this one is soul conscious and this one is body conscious. Every one will 
know who are the souls passing through 84 births and fully soul conscious and who are the body conscious ones. The soul conscious deities 
become masters of the entire world. For example, the soul of Ram. Can any evil soul enter the soul of Ram and do its work? [Students: No, it 
can’t.] Why can’t it enter? He is a weak soul; he becomes the most impure and tamopradhān soul. Then why can’t the souls of the other dharms 
enter him? [Students are saying something.] Who is the leader of the evil souls? [A student: Brahma Baba.] There are two kinds of all the evil 
souls taking on the subtle body. One kind of them cause a lot of sorrow in a revealed form. The other ones are those no causingsorrow in a 
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revealed form, but because of ignorance they cause sorrow in a hidden form. For example the soul of Brahma. The soul of Brahma enters the soul 
of Ram, but is the soul of Ram influenced? [Students: No, he isn’t.] Isn’t he influenced? Hm? [Students: He isn’t.] Isn’t he? Well… When 
clarifications take place, when ShivBaba narrates the advanced knowledge, then does the soul of Brahma interfere at the time and speaks through 
the organs? [Students: It does.] It does. Does it say something wrong or not? [Students: Yes.] Does it say something or not? It does. So, it 
influences the body, the organs of action or the organs of knowledge, doesn’t it? [Students: It does. It doesn’t.] Doesn’t it? If not, then how does it 
say something wrong? [Students: It does influence.] It does influence, but it can exert a lasting influence. It will correct a mistake immediately. 
[Ram’s soul] can’t be influenced by it and can’t become its subject. For instance, two warriors fight in the battlefield; one attacks another one and 
kills him, then does the first one gain victory or not? [Students: Yes, he does.] And the other one loses. Did he lose [only] in the eyes of spectators 
or did he lose indeed? [Students are saying something.] Someone is saying that he lost in the eyes of the spectators. [Students are saying 
something.] If the soul didn’t accept a loss, then that soul didn’t lose. It will be reborn, fight again and fighting it will gain victory. In the same way [it 
is said] ‘the loss in the mind is a real loss and the victory in the mind is a real victory’. Is Brahma the soul playing the role of Yuddhishtir or not? 
[Students: He is.] How does the soul of Brahma play the role of Yuddhishtir? In the year 68-69 he left the body fighting with the devilish children. 
Did he lose or did he win? [Students: He lost.] Did he lost? [Students are saying something.] From the point of view of the power of tolerance he 
gain victory. It doesn’t matter that he had to leave the body tolerating [the devils], but he didn’t renounce the dharm of tolerance. Even now he is 
tolerating the children in the Brahmin family. So, is he unshakable (sthir) in the war or did he shake and left? It will be said that now too he is 
unshakable in the war. In the same way it is said, ‘the loss in the mind is a real loss and the victory in the mind is a real victory’. The mind is the 
eleventh organ. Krishna alias Brahma’s soul may play a part through the subtle body in Gulzar Dadi or it may enter any Brahma Kumar Kumari 
and pay a part, but having entered powerful souls like that of Ram, it cannot become body conscious and even if it becomes body conscious, it 
cannot do the evil work for ever. A temporary influence is exerted until the time of results comes. When the time of results comes, will Ram and all 
the powerful souls like Ram ride on the body conscious ones playing the part in the form of bull or not? [Students: They will.]  They will ride on 
them. At the end, the ones who are courageous will gain victory and the ones who lose courage will lose.  

So, it was said, ‘You have to lay a strong foundation, [meaning to build] soul consciousness.’ Which level of the spiritual efforts should 
you master first? [Students: That of soul consciousness.] That of becoming soul conscious. If you are not soul conscious, then the evil souls will 
influence you. They will make you perform wrong deeds and you will suffer loss. After all, Bharat was a golden bird. When? When Bharat was soul 
conscious or when Bharat is body conscious? When Bharat was soul conscious, Bharat was a golden bird. The eyes of all were directed toward 
that golden bird. And what about now? Is [Bharat] a golden bird now? All right, it is said that…. What is it said? ‘Bharat was a golden bird!’ The 
eyes of all were directed toward that golden bird. However, it is not understood properly how [Bharat] was a golden bird. 

[Both] the frog and the nightingale emit sounds. What kind of sounds do frog emit? Hm? When it rains, frogs emit sounds. In the world 
of the Brahmins too, when there is the rain of knowledge, the frogs here also make a lot of noise. But do those who make noise and the ones who 
listen to that noise of frogs understand anything? [Student: No.] They don’t understand anything at all. The nightingale also emits sounds. Does 
the sound of the frog attract more or does the sound of the nightingale attract more? [Students: The sound of the nightingale.] Baba also says 
‘children-nightingales’. It means that the children speaking sweetly attract Baba very much. But [people] don’t know why the sound of the 
nightingale attracts and why the sound of the frog doesn’t attract so much? They don’t understand. They sit and read the Ramayana. It is a total 
nonsense, because the readers don’t know who Ram is and who Ravan is. A total nonsense. In the entire Ramayana Ram Candrama is only 
defamed. The honour of this unfortunate one was completely destroyed. If someone’s wife leaves… If someone can’t protect even his wife; if even 
his wife leaves, his honour is destroyed, isn’t it? To make matters worse, who abducted the wife? [Students: Ravan.] Ravan abducted her. Had a 
deity abducted her, still it would have been fine, because if it is a deity that abducts [a woman], it is known that a deity isn’t morally corrupt 
(vyabhicari). If a rishi or muni, the one who remains pure, had abducted her, still it would not have been a dishonour to that extent. A rishi or muni 
would have at least taken her to the forest and treated properly. Who abducted her? [Students: Ravan.] Ravan abducted her. Arey! Where did 
Ravan come from at that time? Does Ravan exist in the Silver Age? Then it is about which time? [Students: About the Confluence Age.] Is it about 
the Confluence Age? Did Ravan abduct Ram’s wife in the Confluence Age? [Students are confused.] [People] make an idol of Ravan and then 
they sit and tell stories, ‘Look, what happened in Ram’s life! This and that happened….’ The intellect makes up nonsense stories like this. Arey! 
ShivBaba comes to make the intellect divine. What kind of divine intellect does he make? The made up stories of the Ramayan are a memorial of 
which time? They are a memorial of the Confluence Age. Why does Baba come in the Confluence Age? He comes to make the intellect divine. 
So, will the stories of Ram’s life penetrate the devilish intellect or the divine intellect more? [A student: The divine intellect.] Will they penetrate the 
divine intellect more. Arey!  The story of Ram, which became a novel, those nonsense things that are written in the Ramayan are a memorial of 
which time? Of the Confluence Age. So, whose intellect will go in empty talks /bunk of what is written [in it]? Will the intellect of Ram’s community 
go in it or will the intellect of Ravan’s community go in it? [Students: Of Ravan’s community.] [The intellect] of Ram’s community won’t go in it. Only 
[the intellect] of Ravan’s community will go in it. Why? Why will the intellect of those from the community of Ravan go in it? [A student: They have 
a nonsense intellect.] Nonsense? Meaning what? [Students are laughing. ☺] No! For example, you may have heard it in the path of devotion. 
Many people say that if Ram made an examination in fire, when Sita came out from Ravan’s jail and underwent the examination in fire, then why 
did he left Sita in forest? Did he commit justice or injustice toward Sita? [Students: He committed injustice.] He committed injustice. So, did the 
devotees defame Ram or did they praise him? [Students: They defamed him.] They defamed him, didn’t they? Does the shooting of these things 
take place also here, in the world of the Brahmins or not? [Students: It does.] How? [Students are confused.] Will the intellect of those having a 
divine intellect be connected with one or will it be connected also with Sita along with Ram? [A student: Along with Ram, also with Sita…] The 
intellect of the ones having a divine intellect? [Students: They will be connected with one.] What happened, what didn’t happen…? If the intellect 
has faith in one that this only one is everything for us, that he is God for us and God can never commit a wrong deed, then will they only praise 
Ram or Satguru or will they defame him? [Students: They will only praise him.] They will only praise him; they can’t defame him. But the shooting 
takes place. Through whom will the shooting take place? [Students are saying something.] Through the community of Ram? The ones belonging 
to the community of Ravan will think wasteful things about the others (parcintan karnā), ‘Why was it like this, why was it like that; this happened, 
that happened; it was wrong….’  

The Father says, ‘I have come to make your intellect divine.’ So, you should become deities, shouldn’t you? It was said in the murlis… 
What was said? The ones who worship Devi are the community of Ravan. If the intellect is engaged in Devi and forgets Devta, then… What 
slogan do they exclaim? Jay Mata Di! (The Victory of the Mother!) So, their intellect is engaged in whom? It is engaged in the mother and forgets 
the father. They don’t ever remember that the Supreme Soul comes to this world, takes a support of a male body. Or does he take a support of a 
female body? And when that body of which he takes a support becomes perfect (sampann), then no one in the world defames him. He is not 
defamed in the scriptures either. The story of that one is narrated in every household. What story? The story of the True Narayan. There is neither 
story of the true Lakshmi nor the story of the true Jagadamba. The story of whom [do people narrate]? They narrate the story of the true Narayan. 
[A student: Baba, the praise ‘the name of Ram is Truth’ is the same…]  There are no praise like ‘the name of Krishna is truth, the name of Radha 
is truth, the name of Sita is truth’ in the final time. Why do they sing ‘The name of Ram is Truth’ in the final time? There must be some reason. 
Why don’t they sing, ‘The name of Ram is Truth’, when a birth takes place? Hm? This is also connected with the shooting. In the shooting period, 
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when there is the final time and the results of the final examination are known, then it is revealed to everyone that the work done by Ram is 100% 
true and all the others certainly performed some false work.  

So, the Father says, ‘Children, I have come to make your intellect divine.’ Why do you become body conscious? The father says, ‘O 
sweet children, I make you into masters of the world.’ What? I make you into masters of the world. This Lakshmi and Narayan were masters of the 
world, weren’t they? Who can become a master of the world? Abraham, Buddha, Christ are extremely, tremendously praised; large numbers of 
people in the world believe in them. They are called ‘great religious fathers’. And their followers, Hitler, Napoleon [and other ones] having big 
ambitions couldn’t become masters of the world, but this Lakshmi and Narayan become masters of the world. Have you ever heard before in the 
history that someone became a master of the world? No. Who gave them the ruling power? Who gave the power of ruling over the world to this 
Lakshmi and Narayan. Someone must have given it to them. What deed did they perform that they received this high position? [People] say about  
Ram in their final time, ‘The name of Ram is Truth’. So, certainly when the final result of raja yoga examination is known, then the entire world 
comes to know that it is the soul of Ram that plays the true part. Receiving this highest position is a question of performing the highest deeds, isn’t 
it? How is the name coined? On the basis of [performed] tasks (deeds). The name of Ram is very famous in Bharat; certainly he must have 
performed some task. Is there more power in the task that is performed incognito or is there more power in a good task performed in a revealed 
form, before everyone? There is a lot of power in a duty performed incognito. It is also said in the path of devotion, ‘ jog, jugte, jap, tantr prabhau 
phal hi tabh hi jab karya durau’vi. Durau means gupt (incognito, in a hidden form). If you have revealed them, they won’t bring that much fruit. So, 
this is a deep matter concerning action, isn’t it?  

Human beings perform devilish action. What? Human being perform devilish action! It is because the 5 evil spirits enter the humans. 
Hm? Who entered Abraham, Buddha, Christ? Did God enter them or did the ones playing the part of Devil enter them? Evil spirits entered them. 
God didn’t enter them. Had God entered them… In fact, God makes hell into paradise! Instead of paradise what did the world change into? It is 
changing into a more and more horrible hell. So, were human vices destroyed or did they increase? They increased more. In the Golden Age 
actions (karm) become neutral actions (akarm). Under the influence of what? Who establishes that Golden Age where actions becomes neutral 
actions? ShivBaba does. When the other religious fathers come to this world and enter [bodies], then actions become vicious actions (vikarm); the 
world of sin only expands. When I enter and become revealed, I teach you the method of destroying vicious actions. Why do actions become 
neutral actions in the Golden Age? The 5 vices don’t exist there. Why isn’t there their influence there? Why don’t they exist? Because soul 
consciousness prevails there. Who teaches this spiritual stage? The one who is always in the spiritual stage and never enters the body conscious 
stage; he is never born through the body. There is no account of vicious actions there. And what about here? Whatever actions are performed, the 
account of vicious actions increases. The Father explains, ‘The devilish community cause a lot of obstacles because of lack of understanding.’ It is 
about which time? Hm? Arey! The Father explains…. In which age does he explain? [Students: In the Confluence Age.] When the Father comes in 
the Confluence Age and explains, the devilish community cause a lot of obstacles, because they don’t understand what the Father explains. They 
say, ‘Shiva and Shankar are one.’ What? The one who is Shiva is Shankar; the one who is Shankar is Shiva. Are there some [saying like this] 
here, in the world of the Brahmins; in the world of the advanced [knowledge]? [Students: No, there aren’t.] Aren’t there? [Students: There should 
be.] ‘Should be’ is a separate issue.  Are there or not? [Students: There are…] There are many of those who think that actually it is the soul of 
Ram that is Shiva. The Jains think like this. [They think] that Thirthankar Bhagvan were previously ordinary humans; then as the result of their 
spiritual efforts (purusharth) and tapasyavii they become what? They become God. But does it happen like this? [Students: No.] No, it doesn’t. 
Arey!  Man can’t be God! Man is only man. The one whose mind (man) is active and churns is called ‘man’ (manushya). Does God need to churn? 
No, he doesn’t. Why? God doesn’t have a mind (aman honā); he doesn’t need to use the mind; he already knows three aspects of time (trikāldarśi 
honā). He doesn’t need to think of and understand anything. So, finally the devilish humans think that Shiva himself is Shankar and Shankar 
himself is Shiva. Arey! Shiva and Shankar are separate. It means that because of being body conscious and looking at a physical being, they are 
unable to see two souls. Is there one soul, one personalityviii or are there two souls and one personality. [Students are saying something.] There is 
one personality, but there are two souls working [in it]. One is Shiva; the name of that soul itself is Shiva. Another one is Shankar, the one who 
makes [the world] cool [peaceful] (shamkaroti). What does he do in the entire world? He makes peace and only peace. He makes the world cool 
[peaceful] (shaman karnā). That is why it is said that what Shankar’s work is? The destruction of the world is the work of Shankar. He opened the 
eye and the world was burnt into ashes. So, is it better the eye remains close or is it better the eye opens? [Students: It is better the eye is open… 
…] Some are saying this and some something else. [Students: It is better the eye is open.] Is it better the eye opens and everything turns into 
ashes? 

That Shiva is incorporeal. He is alone. What? Shiva doesn’t have a wife along with him. Is God one or does he have a companion? 
[Students: He is one.] God is one. Lakshmi nad Narayan are two; Ram and Sita are two, but Shiva is alone. Who is shown together with Shankar? 
Parvati is shown together with Shankar. Otherwise, if Shankar destroys the world [makes it cool shaman karnā] and there is no one who takes [the 
others] across (par lagānā), will the new creation (srishŃiix) be born? If all are finished, then where will it come from? Parvati is shown together with 
Shankar and Shiva is alone. God is one. All right, it can be said that because God is one, it is said that God’s child is also one, but does God give 
that child the teaching of living alone, on the path of nivrittix or does he give him teaching of pravrittixi? [Students: Pravritti.] He teaches him the 
path of pravritti. Look, Shiva and Shankar are separate; activity of each of them is completely different. Is the activity of each different or is the 
activity of Shiva and Shankar the same? [Students: It is different.] [Their] activities are different. Shankar is shown drinking poison. Or will it be 
said for Shiva? [Students are saying something.] They show Shankar drinking poison. Do they show Shiva [like this]? Shiva is a point, then how 
will he drink poison? Arey! The deities are given offering (bhog). They must have organs, then only they will enjoy the offering. Will they enjoy 
offering without organs? Shiva doesn’t have organs.  

So, the status of both is different. It won’t be said that The Prime Minister and the President are the same! Now, he is becoming 
angry… ☺  Is ShivBaba the Prime Minister or the President? [Students: The President.]  ShivBaba is the President. And Shankar is the Prime 
Minister. [For example], a king is ruling. Is there king more important or are the ministers more important? The Chief Secretary, the General of 
Army… are they more important or is the king more important? [Students: The king.] So, ShivBaba is the President; and the status of the Prime 
Minister is lower, isn’t it? It is also said in the path of devotion ‘Shiva-Shankar’. Or do they say ‘Shankar-Shiva’? Why don’t they place the name of 
Shankar first? Because Shiva is senior and Shankar is junior – a child. Shiva is the Father. There is a difference between the father and the child. 
The status of both is completely different. So, how can you say that Shiva and Shankar are one? Their duties are different, so their status is 
different.xii  

                                                 
i Dharm - Social custom regarded as a religious and moral duty; the essential principle of the cosmos; natural law; conduct that conforms with this; 
multi-faceted concept of morality, truth, doctrine; cosmic order or law, including the natural and moral principles that apply to all beings and things; 
dutiful observance of this law in one's life; right conduct. 
ii Tampradhān - the stage dominated by darkness and ignorance. 
iii Satopradhān - the stage dominated by goodness and purity. 
iv Meaning outside their centers. 
v Nar (man) makes narak (hell). 
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vi Jog, jugte, jap, tantr prabhau phal hi tabh hi jab karya durau – yoga, methods, invocations, tantra exert their influence only when they are 
performed incognito.  
vii Tapasya – the ardent practice of soul consciousness. 
viii The word ‘personality’ is used in Hindi (Hindi-English); so its meaning may be different from the meaning in British English.  
ix SrishŃi – the world considered to be a continuous process of creation; the world of phenomena.  
x Nivritti - In contrast to pravritti there is nivritti – isolation, being alone, renunciation. On the path of nivritti people renounce the life in the 
household and they make efforts to gain the eternal liberation  (moksha)remaining in the isolation. 
xi Pravritti - Literally pravritti means: inclination, tendency, disposition, trend. It can be understood as the inclination of two elements having 
opposing or different natures toward each other; like the soul and the body, the man and the woman. One element without the other is useless, 
therefore they have to join and then only they can perform actions. So, the path of pravritti (pravritti marg) – the path of inclination, relation, the 
path of being engaged in active life; often translated as the path of the household.  
 
 
_________________ 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for a better understanding of the English sentences. The structure of the English sentence and the 
structure of the Hindi sentence are different. Collocations in both languages are different as well. For this reason sometimes in literal translations 
some words are missing. 
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
 
 
 
This text is only the draft of translation prepared for Baba’s approval. 
 
 


